
 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

English 
During  our first Summer term we are 

going to be looking at a visual text and 

creating our own adventure story in 

the style of ‘Bubbles’ from literacy 

shed.  We will then move onto our 

traditional story until studying ‘Little 

Red Riding Hood’. We will be writing 

to entertain our audience and we will 

also be performing a retell using our 

puppets which we created in DT pro-

ject in Spring term.  
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 In Science Year 1 will look at Seasonal changes. With-
in this unit of work we will observe changes across 
the 4 seasons and observe and describe weather as-
sociated with the seasons and how day length varies. 

This term we will be learning how 

to count effectively in groups of 

2s ,5s and 10s. We will also be 

looking at coin recognition and al-

so work on our problem solving 

skills for addition and subtraction 

linked to coins. We will be continu-

ing to count to and from 100 for 

any given number as well as work-

ing on our number bonds to 10 

and 20 with good pace.  

This half term we will be looking at our enquiry question, What is it like to live in Shanghai? Dur-

ing this unit of work, we will recap on Human and Physical features and explain some of these 

features using directional language. Use an atlas to locate the UK and China on a world map and 

know which continents these counties are in. We will compare Shanghai to their locality and also 

look at the similarities and differences between Shanghai and the UK. 

This half term we will be looking at fruits and vegetables to enable us to 
create fruit smoothies.  
1.Describe fruits and vegetables and explain why they are a fruit or a vegetable. 
2.Name a range of places that fruits and vegetables grow. 
3.Describe basic characteristics of fruit and vegetables. 
4.Prepare fruits and vegetables to make a smoothie. 

This term we will move on to learning about Citizenship. We will learn this im-
portance of class and school rules. Discuss the different needs of different people 
(babies, children, adults) and pets. We will recognise the similarities and differences 
between ourselves and others, discussing groups they and others belong to. We will 
also look at  our British Value , Democracy and explain why voting is a fair way to 
make a decision involving a lot of people. 

E-safety—During our safety lesson we will learn the importance of Privacy and 
Security 
Creating media—Digital  Writing 
1.Explain how passwords are used to protect information, accounts and devices 
2.Use a computer to write, making careful choices when changing text 
3.Compare writing on a computer with writing on paper 

This term PE will be taught by Mr Robertson who is a PE 

specialist. Our focus is striking and fielding in rounders 

this half term. 

Our key question for the whole of Spring term in 

RE is: Who do Christians say made the world? 

Our music is focused around One song this 

half term: Round And Round, a Bossa No-

va Latin style. This half term we will be 

learning how to play C, D and F on the 

Glockenspiel.  
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